
LIASA General Meeting Minutes held on the 7th August 2013 at JeppeQuondam Club

1. Opening:

All was welcomed by Mr. Sanjeev Singh.  Meeting opened by Mr. Singh.

2. Attendance Register:

As per attendance register.

3. Apologies:

See attendance register for list of apologies

4. Minutes of Previous Meeting:

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.

5. Chairman’s Report:

5.1 LIRC:

(Points 5.2 – 5.5 have been incorporated into this item number)

Mr. Singh chairs the LIRC committee. He also sits on the Central Registration
Committee and the Specific Category Committee together with the SGG (Standards
Generating Group) – Education Committee.  There has been an intense discussion
within ECSA – matters such as Registration and Qualifications.  ECSA’s admission
requirements specifies either the Formal Route or the Grand Father Clause
(RPL)(Experience) (Alternative) – we have up to now only registered persons on the
Alternative Route.  Reason being there has never been a registered service provider
appointed to facilitate the Formal Qualification Requirements. Properly qualified
technicians should be able to do the Formal SAQA Certification Course, together
with the Lift Inspectors Course, completing all the modules.  This has never been
implemented to date.  The Department of Higher Education has released a large
sum of money to FET’s to formalize this Certificate Course.  They are working on a
Generic Qualification for all the Colleges possibly a Higher Certificate or Diploma in
Engineering. Entrance requirement for the course will be a minimum of a matric or
N3 – the course will have various types of modules e.g. financial, technical writing,
commercial, drawing, etc.  However for the different categories there will be
different modules or components such as the Lift Inspectors Course (TUT).  You will



attend the whole course at the FET College and at TUT – Once that system gets
implemented the Board Notice at ECSA will change, which will include the new
additions.

We are also facing a problem with the number of MERSETA facilities; they will not be
able to facilitate all the modules as there are only 4 centers in South Africa.  We will
have to look at alternative such as Otis, Schindler and Kone to facilitate a course on
say Governors, etc.

We have been tasked to do the ground work for the above course contents, so in
the end will probably be using only one generic course.  At the moment we are
reviewing the quality of application and not the competence of the applicant.  We
are simply reviewing reflected on each individual application.The reason for placing
so much importance on this generic qualification is where we review the person’s
skill, being number 1, we are tasked fundamentally to enforce Public Health and
Safety Requirements and secondly the specified category – with Lift Inspectors it
falls within the Regulatory domain.  Our work is defined by regulation and governed
by Total Standards and Regulatory Compliance.  That is why we are placing so much
importance.

We need to clarify the process. The ground work to achieving the qualification is one
aspect. Once the ground work is taken care of and implemented, then the process at
ECSA LIRC much change.

Being the smallest fraternity in the industry, our admission and Registration process
is most lenient since ours is the only one operating in the Regulatory Domain.
Without our ECSA registration we can’t do anything. We have the easiest
application process and leanest process.  With all the other categories the interview
is compulsory since it is so important to have the interview with a professional
panel.

The Alternative Route was originally only put into place for a defined period, but the
Qualification Route is in place, unfortunately with no service provider.  The rationale
of this Qualification Course has been questioned time and again - with
requirements yet having to be met.

All new residential buildings must be registered with NHBRC, which in turns creates
a new category for all Building Inspectors to be certified.  All these Building
Inspectors are firstly to be registered with ECSA, so their requirements still have to
be specified.

If you have any input to the new concept, please forward to Sanjeev , so that it can
be presented to ECSA.  The assessment criteria will most certainly have to be re-
looked at.



Long courses are a problem, since we will not be able to take an individual out of his
employment for the initial 1 to 2 years to do the course. However, ECSA has the
funding and is pushing for this now.

Remember that we used to get about 28 – 30 applications to LIRC a year. This has
now dwindled down to less than 10 a year, possibly that saturation has been
reached.

There was supposed to be a LIRC registration meeting this month, but it was
cancelled due to no applications being received.  Next year LIRC will possibly be
reduced to 3 meetings a year, meaning that even less RLI’s will enter the industry.

Other issues – LMI’s wanting to know if they can certify Hoists -This is not possible
as only a Registered Lift Inspector can certify a hoist.  Letters to be sent to LMI
Voluntary Association – V Nel, Phillip Erasmus and Pat Moncur. – They need to know
what their members are up to.

Definition of a hoist still falls under Lift Regulations – DMR is a design standard.
SANS 1545:5 is also a design standard.  Don’t confuse the design standard with the
scope of work and to who may do the inspection.  Regardless of installation date,
hoist fall under Lift Regulations – its only when you are doing an assessment on the
hoist that you must look at the date of installation to see what design standard to
evaluate against .  Hoists must still be registered and a 2 yearly inspection must be
done.  Hoists are incorporated into the Lift Regulations.

Fortunately we have it in writing that Hoists fall under the Lift Regulation.

5.6 Feedback from Department of Labour:

Labour knows about all our meetings in advance -yet they don’t attend.  LIRC and
Central Registration committee – they don’t attend.  It is important that Labour
attend the Education Committee – but they weren’t present.  We need feedback
from Labour regarding the DMR 17 and minimum criteria on hoists and clarity on the
comprehensive report – they are never present at any forum.

5.7 Feedback from SANS:

The Annexure “B” is out for comment - Comments to be sent to Bill Murphy and he
will forward it to SANS. Next meeting will be in September.



5.8 Treasurer – Statement of available funds:

R 120 940.00 available - we need to think of using some of these funds.  Can we
keep the funds for the conference next year - All voted yes.

A Proxima must be purchased for LIASA meetings and kept with the Secretary in
order to have the set up done for every meeting without having to pay rental each
time.

As for the Doyen of the Year – Mr.Ben Peyer’s family had committed to donate a
floating trophy for the Doyen of the year.  A gift voucher will also be given to the
Doyen of the year – To be spent at an appropriate place.

5.9 CPD:

Keep your CPD points up to date.  It takes you 5 minutes every month to keep your
records up to date.  The Category 1 is the section which is the hardest to get enough
points under this section.  The committee has published the CPD Questionnaires
which was a lost cause because only 2 members completed it.  Will continue doing
the questionnaire till the end of the year.

5.10 For consideration - new Excom to be voted in October 2013

All members are urged to consider members for the new EXCOM in October 2013.
Mr. Singh does not want to stand for another year, although Mr. du Toit and Dr.
Kleinhans are trying to persuade Mr. Singh to stand for another term.

Persons elected for the Excom must be able and willing to attend all meetings. The
suggestion was made that the Vice-Chairman must have to be able to assist the
Chairman more positively with his duties to lighten the load.

5.11 SANAS:

When SANAS carry out their assessment, you will be invited to a 3 hour counsel
session.  Be careful when you submit your manual and what documents you assess.

Make sure that your records are traceable and that you have all checklist and
records in place.

If you apply as a Lift Company – you may only inspect what you maintain under
contract.  Proof of contracts must be in place.

A lift inspector may not inspect his own work - installed or service – you may not
inspect it.



All the Assessors who do Site Visitations are from the industry and will be
accompanied by a SANAS Lead Assessor.

All AIA’s are urged to put in their manuals and pay their fees to SANAS before the
expiry date of your exemption.  If your fees are paid before the expiry date, the
process will still carry on.

Calibration Certificates :

Major Tech is an accredited center who can assist you with the calibration of your
tools and instruments. Bonnie will obtain the details, inclusive of proposed costs.

TR85- Don’t answer the questions in this document.  The questions will be
answered when SANAS do their Site Inspection.

Franchise Prohibited:

You may not sub-contract work to another company.  Only 20% of your business
may be contracted to another inspector.  Letter of appointments must be issued to
all persons who have been contracted in.

SANAS Meeting request:

SANAS would like to attend our meeting.  The invitation was already extended to
SANAS at the first TC meeting yet was declined.

6. Presentation – F Vinagre - Tender Specifications

7. Presentation – K Wilson – SABS CD Updates - Escalator notifications

Next meeting will have a presentation on all changes on the SABS CD for the year.

8. Items from the Floor:

No items from the floor.

9. Closure:

Meeting adjourned at 13:45


